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Success Stories

Testing Automation Solution

Retailers rely heavily on various applications 
to ensure smooth operations. To keep the 
IT landscape of retailers secure and up-to-
date, Oracle releases several patch updates 
throughout the year. Each patch update must 
be tested and then deployed to production. 
This calls for extensive test planning and 
resourcing to ensure seamless deployments 
that do not disrupt business operations.

A leading US-based women’s apparel retailer was using a cloud-based workforce management application to forecast labor requirements 

and provision staff across their network of over 150 stores based on expected sales. The application also handles the processing of wages. 

It required manual data entry of certain input parameters, amounting to nearly 300 rows of data for each store. It would take nearly six days 

to complete this process. The client deployed the AnyOne Can Automate Testing tool and used a bot to automate the above process. It has 

helped them forecast labor requirements and ensure optimal staffing within 8 hours, saving more than 87% time.

This solution is a low-code testing automation tool that can be easily adopted to run regression test scenarios. Equipped with several 

pre-recorded test cases that can be deployed  out of the box, this tool allows retailers to validate patches quickly and efficiently.

Anyone Can Automate Testing Tool offers retailers several benefits such as:

A low-code/no-code tool that 
requires no technical expertise

Automation of repetitive user 
tasks such as uploading bulk data

A suite of pre-recorded test cases 
for MFCS and SIOCS

Ability to tweak existing test scenarios for 
custom business scenarios

Enabled on web 
and Android 

mobile applications

Built-in reporting

American women’s apparel retailer achieves 87% productivity gains 

Benefits
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A leading retailer in North America specializing in counterculture-related clothing, accessories, and licensed music faced a large volume 

of ReSA errors on sales transactions due to marginal differences between tender amounts and calculated retail value in their order 

management system. The number of errors ranged from 600-1200 per day and needed manual resolution involving several steps. 

The client leveraged Infosys Anyone Can Automate Testing Tool by Infosys to automate the resolution, resulting in 70% time savings. 

A leading US-based discount retailer faced delays in reconciling their stockouts at the end of the month. The presence of unused stock 

counts needed to be deleted manually as open stock counts could result in month-end activity failure. The retailer leveraged Infosys Anyone 

Can Automate Testing Tool to automate the deletion of unused stock counts. It led to smoother month-end activities with 70% time saved. 

Connect with us at RGBU.practice@infosys.com to discover how Anyone Can Automate Testing Tool can boost the efficiency of your retail 

testing operations.

Retailer accelerates transaction error processing by 70% 

American discount retailer automates stockout reconciliation
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